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BUILDING BOOM:
HOW OUR INDUSTRY MUST ADAPT
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

By David G. Cannistraro

I

n the Northeast where my
company is based, we’ve been very
fortunate, and the construction
industry is booming, with no end in
sight. Turner Construction’s Market
Watch Report shows the potential
for an up to 18% increase in job starts in 2017, and every
day brings headlines of new projects underway. While
everyone welcomes the work, owners and decision makers
are concerned about the skilled labor shortage and fear
that trade contractors are too busy to handle the volume
and be competitive on pricing.
From headlines around the country, I know we are
not unique. Construction is posting strong numbers
everywhere, and reports of worker shortage, stretched
trades, and rising prices appear on a regular basis.
It’s the “too busy” syndrome…but it doesn’t have to be.
With the right approach, contractors can keep up, deliver
quality work, and stay competitive.
Here and elsewhere, efforts are underway to expand
the workforce – through apprenticeship programs, school
and vocational training programs, and recruitment of
military veterans and yes, college graduates – and the
workforce numbers are steadily increasing.
But it’s not just a question of workforce. In addition
to good workers, trade contractors need good business
practices. They need to work smart, and have time to
plan. And they need to adapt with technology.
Large projects won’t drain industry resources if there
is enough time to plan. A good rule of thumb: You need
as much time to plan as the construction schedule itself.
For a two month project, you need two months; for larger
jobs, a year of planning may be necessary to have fully
coordinated documents. No matter how busy or slow
you may be, it is impossible to have a successful project
without time to plan. Cutting it short not only drives up
the price, but is a recipe for trouble, if not disaster.
Additionally, to keep prices down and ensure success,
you have to mitigate the risks. As trade contractors, we
should be asking tough questions. Is there adequate time
to plan? Will the entire project team be committed to
safety – an essential requirement? Will the trades have
input in the construction schedule? A yes answer to
these questions, in conjunction with a well-qualified and
well-managed team, is the best way to assure productivity
and success, and generate trade contractor interest in a
project.
And finally, trade contractors need to embrace
innovation. As an early advocate of Building Information

Modeling (BIM), our company has experienced the benefits for
15 years, in advancing the efficiency of our labor force. But
we still work on many projects where other trades are still not
proficient in BIM – and it holds back the team. We cannot
wait until the next building cycle to change the mindset of our
industry. There is too much at stake to “build the way we
always did it.”
The trades should also strive to come on early, to provide
input during design development and collaborate on the
construction schedule, so the team is ready to hit the ground
running. This also allows more time for pre-fabrication and
offsite assembly, which in turn yields twice the amount of work
volume with the same amount of field labor – and helps with
proper sequencing of work, too, to avoid stacking of trades.
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE continues on page 5
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CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF PROMOTING
SUBCONTRACTORS IN CHICAGO

I

n November of this year, we will have the distinct honor
of celebrating ASA Chicago’s 50th anniversary. While
resources have developed and membership has expanded
by 20 times since ASA Chicago was launched in 1967 by its
charter members, ASA Chicago has retained its purpose: to
promote subcontractors in the Chicagoland metropolitan
area.
In November of 1967, a group of 16 gentlemen
representing sixteen companies met in Rosemont, IL for
their premier membership meetings, hoping to better
their working conditions. They called their association
“Metropolitan Subcontractors Association of Chicago.” The
name changed over the years to today, where the “official”
name of ASA Chicago is Association of Subcontractors and
Affiliates.
Chicago was an appropriate city for the association’s
launch. Chicago, the city that brought domestic (east and
west) markets and ideas together, was and continues to be a
national center of industry, commerce, and trade. Chicago
helped to organize the United States into a single union.
Ironically, the city that helped to unite the American Union
was one of the first to create and embrace unions. Our
charter members did not want to become a labor union by
any means, but did use their understanding of collective
organizing to better the lives of themselves and the lives of
other subcontractors in Chicagoland.

Although membership was small, the core group of
members formed strong professional bonds and friendships
by working together to promote themselves and each other.
While recruitment efforts were difficult and demanding
during the early days of ASA Chicago, there was natural
momentum behind the membership’s growth.
The
professional diversity in ASA Chicago’s membership
propelled future membership growth. By being apart of an
integrated organization, members of ASA Chicago could
appeal to a broad spectrum of prospective members in their
specific fields to spread the word about ASA Chicago. Some
initial members served as liaisons between ASA Chicago and
their peers who commonly belonged to other associations,
offering resources to subcontractors of like-fields.
Despite changing social, economic, and political
changes, ASA Chicago has sustained its mission to promote
subcontractors in Chicagoland. The resources offered by
ASA Chicago can help subcontractors attain a competitive
advantage in the local marketplace.
ASA Chicago continues offering new programs and
adapting to our diverse and multi-cultural environment.
The membership itself is the greatest resource of the
association that has been built during the past 50 years, and
brings the promise of 50 more years of greater success for
subcontractors and the industry at large.

Virginia McFarland
Executive Director
ASA Chicago
(847) 827-8336 or ginny@asachicago.org

THE BEST OF THE BEST

Through NSA, association leaders from across the country come together to share information and ideas to promote the
success of their organizations. This beneficial exchange continues through NSA Today, where we feature the latest news
from NSA members and showcase their “Best of the Best” programs and events to benefit subcontractors.
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ISA LAUNCHES LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY

fter countless planning and coordination meetings
over the course of several months, the Indiana
Subcontractors Association officially launched its
Leadership Development Academy (LDA.) The concept
for the LDA came about after many discussions with ISA
members and learning of a need for knowledge transfer
between seasoned construction industry professionals and
those aspiring to move into senior leadership roles. In most
cases, ISA member companies aren’t providing education
of this nature but rather the companies are set up in a way
that knowledge transfer is conducted with the nature of
an individual’s specific job responsibilities in mind. To fill
the need for a broader educational approach, ISA leaders
developed the LDA.
A task force of five volunteers and two staff members
was formed early in the process to build the program goals,
requirements, curriculum and session descriptions. Some of
the main goals of the program are to:
1. Assist knowledge transfer from current senior leadership
to those aspiring to become senior leaders.
2. Generate a positive and productive culture with multi-		
generational individuals.
3. Create a special avenue for companies to identify their 		
next senior level leader.
4. Provide an avenue to empower key employees to meet
and exceed their professional development goals.
5. Create a method for recognition of competency by others
such as general contractors.
6. Provide ISA members with real world tools and knowledge.

Applications for the Academy
came in from varying companies
within the membership – from
both subcontractor and general
contractor members. Upon review
of all applications, 19 students were
selected for the first course which
kicked off on January 18th. The
program will offer 15 courses over an 18 month period.
Students will participate in lectures, group exercises, handson workbook activities throughout the program and will
come away with a broad-based knowledge of running a
construction company.
Throughout the Academy, students will regularly meet
with an “advisor” in their company to discuss what they’ve
learned and how that knowledge can be brought back and
used within their own company.
The program will include courses in the following
categories:
• Leadership-Introductions and Performance Management
• Leadership - Core Values of Leadership
• Leadership - Leading a High Performance Organization
• Risk Management - Legal
• Risk Management - Safety
• Risk Management - Insurance & Bonding
• Human Resources - Find, Develop, Direct
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT continues on next page

FIRST CLASS OF THE ISA LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY

Left to Right: Corey Stein, Mark Moran, Nathan Singleton, Mark Winters, Blake Pedigo, Jason Kiser, Laura Blechl, Josh Hannoy,
Paul Linback, Tyshaun Allen, Lindsay Fernandez, Dustin Carter, Mike Summers, Kris Ashcraft, Alex Kirchner, Steven Moffett,
Steven Webb, Luke Bland, Jesse Langebartels
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The Leadership Development Academy will be an
excellent opportunity for our member companies and
their employees, and we’re certain they’ll see a return on
investment from participating. Additionally, the ISA intends
for this program to be a non-dues source of revenue for the
organization. The first course is budgeted to earn a small
profit and each class moving forward will be more profitable
with the largest amount of time building the curriculum
being in the beginning.
For anyone interested in learning more about the program,
please contact Executive Director Scott Grimes at:
sgrimes@indianasubcontractors.org

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT continued from page 3
• Human Resources - Motivate, Retain, Legal
• Financial - Business Finance
• Sales - Determining your Market and Brand
• Sales - Business Development
• Sales - Selling in Construction
• Operations - Strategy, Planning and Process
• Operations - Operations Basics
• Leadership - Tying it All Together
In addition to the 15 courses, ISA plans to provide other
special opportunities for students and their advisors,
including a higher-profile presentation once during the
program period.

ISA BUILDING A VETTED PIPELINE OF BOARD CANDIDATES
The ISA board of directors established a new committee,
named the Governance Committee, that commenced work
in 2016. While a committee of this nature is certainly not
new to most non-profits, the idea of separating this body
from the board was a new concept. The committee is made
up of 5 individuals, legal counsel and the Executive Director.
The board engineered the committee to include 2 past board
members, 1 committee member and 2 volunteers that have
not ever served on the board or a committee. A committee
requirement was each person must hold a senior position
within their company.
One may ask why the board decided to establish an
outside-of-the-board body to deal with the governance of
the association. Throughout the heavy growth of ISA within
the past 10 years, the board recognized that new governance
best practices should be put in place. Understanding that the
size of the organization drives resources, the board has been
careful to slowly implement new best practices at a pace that
the organization’s volunteer and staff leadership can handle.
In strategic planning sessions during the 2015 membership
year, it became apparent that the way ISA’s board members,
officers and other volunteers were recruited and developed
could use improvement.
ISA has experienced many years of outstanding
leadership as shown through the tremendous growth of
the membership and budget; however, the pipeline of

volunteers was typically developed through a “who knows
who” approach. The board recognized that there could and
should be a more formal method to establishing a pipeline of
potential candidates for the board and for officer positions.
By noticing this, the board tasked this outside body
with developing concepts of a “perfect” board, the “perfect”
board candidate and so on. Furthermore, the committee
reviewed and refined board and officer job descriptions so
that when recruiting took place, the commitment level was
easily understood. All of this helped better define the board
of the future for ISA. Additionally, the committee was tasked
with reviewing processes such as board self-assessments and
orientations.
Through this work, the committee established a fully
vetted list of 25 potential candidates from the ISA membership
that fit the roles and qualities that were identified as attractive
for board and officer seats. The committee contacted each
vetted candidate to obtain a commitment that they would
serve if called upon to do so. The bylaws are still followed in
that the Executive Committee is ultimately the nominating
body, the board approves the nomination slate, and the
membership votes to approve the board nominations. The
power in the Governance Committee is that the Executive
Committee had a well thought out plan and structure that
they could trust; instead of using the “who knows who”
approach that is used so often in non-profit board selection.

ISA GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE CHARTER

The governance committee is responsible for ongoing
review and recommendations to enhance the quality and
future viability of the board of directors. The work of the
committee revolves around the following five major areas:
1.		 Board Role and Responsibilities
• Leads the board in regularly reviewing and
updating the board’s statement of its roles and areas of
responsibility, and what is expected of individual board
members.
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• Designs and implements an ongoing program of
board information and education.

ISA GOVERNANCE continued from page 4
• Assists the board in periodically updating and
clarifying the primary areas of focus for the board,
shapes the board’s agenda for the next year or two based on the strategic plan.

4.		 Board Effectiveness
• Initiates periodic assessment of the board’s
performance. Proposes, as appropriate, changes in board
structure and operations.
• Provides ongoing counsel to the board chair and other
board leaders on steps they might take to enhance board
effectiveness.
• Regularly reviews the board’s practices regarding
member participation, conflict of interest, etc., and
suggests improvements as needed.
• Periodically reviews and updates the board’s policy
guidelines and practices.

2.		 Board Composition
• Leads in assessing current and anticipated needs
related to board composition, determining the
knowledge, attributes, skills, abilities, influence, and
access to resources the board will need to consider in
order to accomplish future work of the board.
• Develops a profile of the board as it should evolve over
time.
• Identifies potential board member candidates and
explores their interest and availability for board service.
• Nominates individuals to be elected as members of
the board.
• In cooperation with the board chair, contacts each
board member to assess his or her continuing interest in
board membership and term of service and works with
each board member to identify the appropriate role he or
she might assume on behalf of the organization.

5.		 Board Leadership
• Takes the lead in succession planning, taking steps to
recruit future board members, Presidents and Treasures.
• Nominate board members for election as a director or
officer
For more information:
Scott Grimes, Executive Director
Indiana Subcontractors Association
8909 Purdue Road, Suite 130, Indianapolis, IN 46268
O: 317-686-2663 | C: 317-938-1873
sgrimes@indianasubcontractors.org
www.indianasubcontractors.org

3.		 Board Knowledge
• Designs and oversees a process of board orientation,
including gathering information prior to election as
board member and information needed during the early
stage of board service.
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE continued from front page
In sum, to succeed in today’s booming market, our
industry needs to minimize risk, and perform at consistent
high levels of quality, efficiency and safety, while continually
improving the building process. Looking at labor alone to
increase productivity and control price is not enough. It takes
everyone on the team working together to plan ahead, keep
risk down, and improve efficiency through innovation. That
combined and collaborative approach is the best guarantee of
productivity and competitive pricing from trade contractors,
that will help keep the construction economy strong, for all
of us, in every region of the country.
This is big picture thinking, no question. At our NSA
Conference in May, let’s talk about it. I will be interested to
hear your thoughts.
David Cannistraro (ASM)
JC Cannistraro
(617) 926-0092
davec@cannistraro.com
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ASM NEWS & EVENTS
ASM CREATES “WAGE RATE WORKSHEET” TO
HELP MEMBERS GET PAID IN FULL

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS FROM ASM & AGC
TEAM UP TO SUPPORT LOCAL CHARITY

F

or years, ASM has been hearing complaints from
members about the difficulty of getting paid for all
labor-related costs on projects, particularly on extra
work. Often, costs like sick leave (for example) have been
rejected as overhead, when in fact they should be considered
part of labor burden.
To help members with their efforts to get paid fully
for their work, ASM last year developed a “Wage Rate
Worksheet,” that includes all of the costs that can be attributed
to labor, both direct and indirect. It is our attempt to create
an industry standard that provides a basis for members to
justify their price and negotiate for reimbursement.
The Excel form comes complete with built-in formulas
to allow members to plug in their own numbers and show
instant results. It can also be easily modified to include
additional cost items as well. We recommend that members
submit this rate sheet as part of their bid package, and with
their payment requisitions as well. To receive a copy, contact
ASM.

In September, ASM’s Young Professionals Group and
their
counterparts
from
the
Associated
General
Contractors held a joint
networking
event
that
doubled as a fundraiser
for a local charity. The two
groups enjoyed networking
and lively conversation at
a Boston Seaport hot spot,
and afterwards presented a
check for over $1,500 to St.
Mary’s Center, which serves
Boston women and children
who
have
experienced
trauma and are living in
poverty. Already, the two
groups are planning similar
“networking for good” collaborations in the future.

INDEMNITY REFORM THWARTED, YET AGAIN

ASM’s bill to prohibit broad one-sided indemnity
provisions made swift progress early in our two-year
legislative session, going all the way to Third Reading in
the Massachusetts House by summer of 2015. It never
budged after that, however, despite a strong grassroots
effort and many meetings with House leaders, and it died
when the session ended in December 2016. In the end,
we could not overcome growing opposition from owners
and general contractors who do not want to lose their
ability to avoid all risk by passing it downstream. Not
giving up, we have filed the bill again in January 2017,
and will work even harder to achieve the fair indemnity
reforms that are already in place in so many other states.

TECHTOBERFEST 2016 FEATURES THE LATEST
TECH TOOLS FOR CONSTRUCTION

They say the third time is the charm – and so it was with
ASM’s 3rd Annual TECHtoberfest – our best tech event ever!
Members were treated to a presentation by Rob McKinney
of JB Knowledge, known nationwide as the “Construction

ASM AWARDS $1,000 TUITION GRANTS

Last year, ASM established a new “Leadership
Development Fund” to support continuing education for
the next generation of company and industry leaders. With
start-up support from Alliant Insurance, the Fund provides
tuition reimbursement grants of up to $1,000 to members
of ASM’s Young Professional’s Group for any coursework
related to a construction industry career. In October, we
were pleased to award our first grant to a glass company’s HR
specialist, who used it to complete her Society for Human
Resource Management (SHRM) certification – benefitting
her and her employer alike. We look forward to awarding
the remaining four grants in 2017!

App Guru”. In his unique and entertaining style, Rob
delivered a fast-paced overview of all the ways construction
companies are using information technology and mobile
apps today, then reviewed a variety of apps for the five major
construction workflows (Plans, Daily Reports, Photos,
Safety, and Time Entry). Afterwards, there were mini-demos
by five leading mobile app vendors, plus a variety of techvendor exhibits – the proverbial something for everyone.
ASM NEWS continues
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ASM NEWS continues

GC SHOWCASE A BIT HIT!

In November, twenty-five of the region’s leading general
contracting and construction management firms came
together for ASM’s popular GC Showcase, an event held
only every two years. For the 350-plus members who
attended, it was a terrific opportunity to meet and speak
with top-level decision makers, learn about upcoming
project opportunities, and more. For the GCs, it was a prime
opportunity to find new subs to help with the growing
workforce shortage!
For more information:
Monica Lawton, CEO
Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts, Inc.
15 Court Square, Ste. 840, Boston, MA 02108
617-742-3412
mlawton@associatedsubs.com
www.associatedsubs.com

LEGAL BRIEFS

MASSACHUSETTS
By Monica Lawton

BOSTON ORDINANCES IMPOSE STRINGENT NEW MASSACHUSETTS ENACTS PAY EQUITY ACT
REQUIREMENTS ON CONTRACTORS
Last August, Governor Charlie Baker signed into law
Late last year, Boston’s Mayor Marty Walsh proposed two
ordinances that instantly raised concerns for both general
contractors and subcontractors. The first requires all contractors to submit their detailed safety history with every permit application, and allows permits to be denied, suspended
or revoked based on undefined “safety concerns”.
All of the major construction associations including ASM
voiced concerns about the ambiguities in the ordinance, and
the lack of any criteria for objective evaluation of the safety
information. It passed without any changes, however, and the
industry is now working with City officials to try to develop
a reasonable process for implementation. The ordinance was
in response to a tragic trench cave-in where two workers died
and the employer had a history of safety violations.
The second ordinance makes changes to the Boston Residents Jobs Policy – to raise the hiring goals for residents, people of color and women on construction projects in the city (to
51%, 40% and 12% respectively). It also establishes rigorous
procedures to demonstrate compliance and good faith efforts,
and imposes strong enforcement mechanisms including daily
penalties and possible suspension or termination of contract,
plus possible exclusion from future work. While supporting
the intent of the ordinance to create more opportunity, ASM
and other construction associations raised concerns about the
growing workforce shortage that makes it difficult to reach
current goals, much less new and higher goals. The Mayor
and City Council took a short time out to consider our concerns, and agreed to address some of them in regulations, but
the Ordinance otherwise passed in January with minimal
change and took effect immediately.
Both ordinances may influence action in other municipalities. For further information, contact ASM.
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the so-called “Pay Equity Act” (M.G.L. c.177 of 2016) which
strengthens existing Massachusetts law and imposes new
obligations and restrictions on employers. Years in the making, the new law represents a hard-won compromise that
earned the support not just of advocates but the business
community as well. It takes effect July 1, 2018.
While Massachusetts has had an equal pay law on the
books since 1945, that law had been weakened by a 1998
court decision that had defined “comparable work” as essentially having the same duties.
The new law clarifies that comparable work need not
involve the same duties, but simply be comparable in skill,
effort and responsibility, and involve similar working conditions.
It also gives flexibility to employers by allowing wages
to vary based on six additional criteria, including seniority,
merit, production volume, geographic location, education
and experience, and required travel.
In addition, the law includes provisions allowing employees to discuss wage information among themselves. It
also prohibits employers from inquiring about salary history
when interviewing job candidates (the first such law in the
nation to do so), although employers may ask about salary
expectations, and may confirm past salary after negotiating
an offer of employment.
There are serious consequences to non-compliance, and
aggrieved employees and applicants will be able to file suit
in court on behalf of themselves and others, within three
years. Although clear overall, the new law still raises questions, and even legal experts are hoping the Massachusetts
Attorney General will issue regulations that will clarify the
law and provide further guidance on compliance.
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CELEBRATING 25 YEARS!
T

he Minnesota Subcontractors Association incorporated in 1992, we have come a long way in just 25 years!
Today, MSA stands as the leading voice of Minnesota
subcontractors—particularly, with regard to the broad
issues that affect all subcontractors, such as slow payment, indemnification and fair contract language. We have
grown from a group of just 29 to over 200 subcontractors
and professional service members representing all construction trades.
In a State with many strong construction associations,
it was slow going for a number of years. Almost without
exception, subcontractors belonged to at least one and sometimes three or more other construction associations. We
needed to differentiate ourselves and address subcontractor
issues in a way that no others were doing.
There were many factors that led to this growth and success; some of the most significant were:
• Passionate professional leadership
• Subcontractor-focused education programs
• Increasingly harsh contract requirements that 		
demanded redress
• Persistence in seeking fairness in all construction
transactions
• Encouraging and honoring best practices

much easier. It led to several reforms including the enactment of the Contractor’s Bill of Rights enacted in 1997 by a
coalition of subcontractor associations. In 2013 MSA led
this coalition and sponsored a major reform to indemnification, then in 2016 we were able to limit retainage to 5% for
Minnesota work.

BEST PRACTICES

Every year MSA honors best practices at our annual
TOPS event. We recognize the best General Contractors,
Project Manager, Superintendent, Construction Professional and Safety Manager who excel by demonstrating enumerated best practices. We also established a Champions Award
to recognize those members who have played a key role in
the growth and success of MSA. This year the Champions
Award goes to MSA’s Lobbyist Nick McNeely. Nick was the
key driver behind reforms to indemnification and retainage.

LEADERSHIP

Year after year MSA was fortunate to have members
who, as officers and board members, would pick up the
banner and carry it forward. They continued to do this as
membership grew and fell - always keeping the association
financially sound.
He leads the charge as we continue to represent subcontractors in Minnesota.

EDUCATION

Large and small, subcontractors have a wide range of education needs. From the beginning, MSA offered programs
on getting paid, liens, contract terms, insurance, safety etc.
We are often the primary resource for subs in these areas.

MSA is proud of what we have accomplished and we are excitedaboutwhatwecandoforsubcontractorsinthenext25years.
Mike Schmaltz
Executive Director

CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS

As in all other states, Minnesota subcontractors
watched as contracts have grown increasingly stringent.
They are loaded with addenda, all risk is transferred to
the subcontractor, and the language is increasingly legalistic and one-sided. Something needed to change. MSA
was and is the primary force working for that change.

Minnesota Subcontractors Association (MSA)
1123 Glenwood Ave. #100
Minneapolis, MN 55405
(612) 598-1753
Website: www.msamn.com
Email: info@msamn.com
Email: execdir.mike@gmail.com

FAIRNESS

MSA advocates fairness as the bedrock principle in all
construction transactions. This position has been the foundation for major legislative reforms to the laws that regulate
construction contracts. Legislators, the press and the public
understand that principle. It makes delivering our message
8
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EMPIRE STATE SUBCONTRACTORS
ASSOCIATION ADOPTS 2017
LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM

t its November 29, 2016 meeting, the Empire State
Subcontractors Association (ESSA) Board of Directors
adopted a legislative program for the 2017 legislative
session. The ESSA Board has incorporated four bills into its
program, three of which address the payment of retainage
on construction projects in New York State. The four bills
are:

risk should be assigned to the party best able to evaluate,
control, manage and bear it. This is the proper standard to
use with regard to both indemnity and insurance provisions
in construction contracts. Simply, each member of the
construction team should be held responsible for its own
negligence.

RELEASE OF SUBCONTRACTOR RETAINAGE

This legislation would define “substantial completion”
in public contracts, and would prescribe timelines and
procedures to be followed by public owners and contractors
with respect to the “punch list” once substantial completion
has been reached. Under current law, when a public contract
has been substantially completed, public owners are required
to reduce the contractor’s retainage to no more than two
times the value of the punch list in cases where there are
no outstanding claims, liens or judgments. Unfortunately,
because the term “substantial completion” is not defined in
the law, many public owners take advantage of this loophole
to delay the payment of withheld retainage to a contractor
for many months, and sometimes years, after the project
has been substantially completed and accepted by the public
owner. By defining “substantial completion”, the law’s
intent will be made clear; that public owners shall release
a contractor’s retainage upon the reaching of substantial
completion less two times the value of any remaining items
to be completed and an amount necessary to satisfy any
claims, liens or judgments against the contractor which have
not been suitably discharged. In addition, this legislation
would prescribe timelines and procedures to be followed by
public owners and contractors in managing the punch list
once substantial completion of a project has been reached.
Currently, some public owners prolong the procedure
for completing the punch list for many months or even
years, to the point where the “punch list” becomes routine
maintenance not contemplated under the contract.
		 This legislation would require public owners to
provide the contractor with a complete punch list within 14
days after substantial completion has been reached, and the
contractor, in turn, must provide each subcontractor with its
complete punch list within 7 days after receipt of the punch
list from the public owner.

PUNCH LIST PROCEDURES

This legislation would require the release of retainage
to each subcontractor on NYS public projects no later than
60 days after the completion and acceptance by the public
owner of the subcontractor’s work. Retainage held for the
duration of state and local public projects has become a
significant problem for subcontractors. In fact, the NYS
State Legislature recognized the severity of this problem
as far back as 2005, when legislation was enacted that
eliminated retainage on NYS highway projects. On public
building projects, retainage is as serious a problem as it is
on highway projects, if not more so. ESSA’s position is that
when a subcontractor finishes its particular portion of a
project, that subcontractor’s retainage should be released in
full. Since the purpose of retainage is to assure performance,
as each subcontractor completes its portion of the project,
and that work is accepted by the public owner, retainage
should be released. It is unfair to hold excessive amounts
of retainage from subcontractors long after their work has
been completed, and require that subcontractors make what
are essentially interest-free loans to the public owner. This
legislation will be particularly beneficial to early-finishing
subcontractors.

ADDITIONAL INSURED PROVISIONS

This legislation would hold invalid any provision in
a construction contract that requires the purchase of
additional insured coverage the scope of which is prohibited
under General Obligations Law. In 1975, the NYS Legislature
recognized that certain types of “broad form” indemnity
provisions in construction contracts were so unfair that
they should be deemed to be void as against public policy
and wholly unenforceable. The General Obligations Law
was amended to reflect this recognition by the Legislature.
The law was again amended in 1981, further “tighteningup” the types of indemnification provisions that would be
allowed in New York State. Since 1975, while owners and
general contractors have not been able to contract away their
own negligence, they have been able to insure away their
negligence to subcontractors’ insurers through the inclusion
of additional insured requirements in their contracts. These
additional insured requirements completely circumvent New
York State’s prohibition of broad form indemnification. It is
ESSA’s position that with regard to risk allocation, a given

LIMIT RETAINAGE ON PRIVATE PROJECTS

This legislation would define “substantial completion”
in private commercial construction contracts, and would
limit the withholding of retainage by owners of commercial
projects to no more than five percent of the contract sum.
The bill provides a clear definition of the term “substantial
completion” of the project to mean the state in the progress
of the project when the work is sufficiently complete so
9
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LIMIT RETAINAGE continued from previous page
that the owner may occupy or utilize the work for its
intended use. Upon reaching substantial completion, the
contractor would then be entitled to submit its final invoice
for payment. In addition, this legislation would limit the
amount of retainage commercial owners may withhold from
contractors to no more than five percent.
Current law provides that owners may hold “a reasonable
amount” of retainage. Unfortunately, many private owners
believe that retainage in amounts of 10-15% or more should
be considered “reasonable”.

negotiate fair change order costs promptly, and payment
delays are often lengthy.
The revisions presented by the Task Force to the agencies
included:
• Require public agencies to either approve or 		
disapprove the contractor’s cost proposal no later 		
than 30 days from the date of submittal by the contractor.
If the public agency fails to approve or disapprove the
contractor’s cost proposal with the 30 day requirement,
the contractor’s cost proposal shall be deemed accepted
by the public agency.
• Require public agencies and contractors to quickly
resolve the scope of work to be performed under the 		
change order.
• If there is a dispute as to the cost of the change 		
order, allow the contractor to invoice for 			
fifty percent (50%) of the contractor’s estimated 		
cost to perform the work pending 				
resolution of the disputed amount.
• Include a contingency allowance in public 		
contracts to allow public agencies to expeditiously 		
process and make payment on small changes without
going through the formal change order procedure.
• Include a more detailed and inclusive definition 		
of “cost of the work” as currently defined 			
in the ConsensusDocs200 Agreement. 		

ESSA/AGC JOINT TASK FORCE ON
CHANGE ORDERS MEETS WITH STATE
AGENCIES
On December 6, 2016 a joint task force of the Empire
State Subcontractors Association and the Associated General Contractors of NYS met with representatives of New York
State’s three primary state contracting agencies to discuss
revisions to each of the agencies’ General Conditions. Specifically, the Task Force presented the NYS Office of General Services, the Dormitory Authority of NYS and the State
University Construction Fund with draft language intended
to improve their change order procedures. The Task Force
was formed in 2016 to address problems associated with
long delays in the processing and payment of change orders
on state agency projects.
Currently, public contracts require the contractor or
subcontractor to submit a cost proposal within a specified,
and usually very short, period of time. On the other hand,
rarely do public contracts require the agency to process
the contractor’s or subcontractor’s cost proposal or issue
a change order within any specified period of time. As a
result, contractors and subcontractors are forced to perform
the changed work, incur the additional costs, and refrain
from even requesting payment for that work until a formal
change order has been issued. Once the extra work has
been completed, public agencies have no real incentive to

The Task Force will be meeting with each of the three
state agencies individually in the coming months to continue discussions.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Michael Misenhimer, Executive Director
Northeastern Subcontractors Association, Inc.
6 Airline Drive, Albany, New York 12205
518-869-9800
m.misenhimer@nesca.org
www.nesca.org
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STA-NYC NOTICE BILL PASSES STATE LEGISLATURE BUT
IS VETOED BY GOVERNOR

The STA Celebrates 50 Years of Success

The 2016 Annual STA Construction Awards Dinner was
held on Wednesday, April 6 at the Pierre Hotel in
Manhattan.

The Subcontractors Trade Association is celebrating its
50th year of success, leadership and positive change in
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NORTH CAROLINA NEWS

N

orth Carolina Subcontractors Alliance has completed
our third year with NSA. Our board and membership
continues to be committed to increasing our
membership using tools we have learned by attending the
NSA conferences. We are grateful for the knowledge and
support we have gained through our membership with NSA.

Contractors Association, National Association of Women
in Construction and the Professional Construction
Estimators Association. Last year’s special guest was the
Charlotte mayor. It has now become an annual ceremony
and continues to grow year after year.

SUB-POSIUM LUNCH & LEARN

Through “lunch & learn” events with general contractors,
NCSA provides our members with an opportunity to learn
more about the criteria that a general contractor uses to hire
subs. It is also a great opportunity for general contractors to
get to know the quality subcontractors that are members of
NCSA.

NCSA sponsored a GC
roundtable discussion with six of
our major General Contractors
in the area. The GCs presented
their needs and requirements as
well as received feedback from the
subcontractors.

SUB PADDY’S DAY AND SUBTOBER FEST

GOLF TOURNAMENT

GENERAL CONTRACTOR’S ROUNDTABLE

NCSA holds a Sub Paddy’s
day networking event in
March and a Subtober Fest in
October. We continue to have
large turn outs for these events.
They are used as a networking
tool for the membership and
opportunity to mingle with the
general contractors and other like associations in the area. The
food is cooked and provided by our own President, Chris Paone.

The NCSA annual Golf Tournament is held in May every
year, and planning is already underway for this year’s event.
The golf tournament is a an important fundraiser for NCSA
as well as an opportunity for networking and fun.

ANNUAL MEETING & ELECTIONS

NCSA held its Annual Meeting and Election of officers
last June 16. We are fortunate that most of our board
members are continuing for another year. This will allow for
the continuity that is needed to grow our membership and
retain the knowledge that we currently have on the board.

MONTHLY MEETINGS AND OUTREACH

President: Chris Paone
Vice President: Don Hanson
Treasurer: Michelle Frankum
Membership: Duff Regan
President Emeritus: Duff Regan, Art Rouse
Attorney: David Carson
CPA: Don Deane

We continue to have our monthly meetings with a
speaker on a topic of interest. Example: Attorney David
Carson spoke recently about filing a Lien.
We also partner with the local community college,
Central Piedmont, to help them with their efforts to expose
middle and high schoolers to the world of construction
and make them aware of career opportunities. The goal is
to create a bigger pool for recruitment of new talent to the
industry.

For more information:
Robin Gill, Executive Director
North Carolina Subcontractors Alliance
P.O. Box 30604, Charlotte, NC 28204
704-578-1072
admin@ncsubcontractors.com
www.ncsubcontractors.com

LEGISLATION

Our Attorney, David Carson, continues to keep NCSA
updated on legislative matters. We recently had a tax law
change in NC that affects everyone doing construction
work. They now must charge and pay state tax on services.

STEEL TOE BOOT AWARD

This Award, which goes to a general contractor and a
subcontractor, recognizes diversity in construction and
is jointly sponsored by NCSA, the Metrolina Minority
12
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COMMUNITY, EDUCATION AND
PARTNERSHIPS

Every year SANEO takes on a “CORE” Project to help
the community, recognizing that healthy, thriving
communities depend on involved citizens, organizations,
government officials and corporate partners for momentum.
Last year SANEO’s project was Pegasus Farm, building new
facilities on the farm to help people with disabilities. And
we’re proud to say…we did it! This year our core project was
the “RONALD McDONALD HOUSE.”
The Subcontractors Association of Northeast Ohio, in
partnership with the Akron Chapter #124 of the National
Association of Women in Construction (NAWIC) decided
to host a gala to benefit the Ronald McDonald House of
Akron. It was a “Red Tie” event and held at the Akron
Art Museum. The RMM house had just broken ground
on a much needed expansion and we were able to net over
$50,000.00 in donations toward the project. Our members
were excited to provide this priceless gift to the community.

IT’S AMAZING HOW MUCH YOU CAN ACCOMPLISH WHEN IT DOESN’T
MATTER WHO GETS THE CREDIT!

JIM BEAL SCHOLARSHIP

SANEO awarded a $2,000
Scholarship that honored Jim
Beal, a former Akron Public
Schools Architect.
He was
instrumental in providing services
to the Akron Public School system
with his talents and experience,
as well as opportunities to
our subcontractors.
SANEO
decided to “pay it forward” by
offering deserving students the
opportunity to obtain their
education through a scholarship in
his honor. This scholarship is a representation of SANEO’s
desire to exemplify the qualities that Jim Beal possessed in
his professional career.

EDUCATION

We have continued to provide legal presentations in
our “Breakfast with Benefits” program, covering topics that
address our members’ major concerns and are important to
the success of their businesses.
We have expanded that concept to our “Learning
Labs” which cover many different aspects of our members
businesses, in an effort to help them increase their bottom
line. The learning sessions cover topics such as Federal & Ohio
Business Certifications; Government Contracts available
for upcoming work opportunities; an apprentice-funding
certification available from the State to help subcontractors;
Economic Outlook including trends, employment, and
construction activity; small business succession planning;
insurance, annuities and retirement planning; all available at
NO cost to employers. The Learning Labs have motivated our
members to incorporate new concepts into their businesses.
Both of these learning opportunities are “free” to
members and are sponsored by the firm or company that
presents the topic.

THANK YOU

Once again we thank our NSA partner associations
around the country for giving us the inspiration and
motivation to create events and programs that allow us to be
the leader of the subcontracting industry in Northeast Ohio.
If you aren’t the leader the view never changes!

PARTNERSHIPS

At SANEO we believe that building strong partnerships
across the construction industry is beneficial to our members.
We recently partnered
with the local chapter of
the American Institute of
Architects (AIA) and the
Construction Specification
Institute (CSI) in hosting a
Product Show. It was a two
day event and held at the
John S. Knight Convention
Center. It offered a wide range of educational seminars;
displays by general contractors looking for subcontractors,
and an amazing opportunity for our members to network
and increase their revenue.

For more information, contact:
Lynne Black, Executive Director
Subcontractors Association of Northeast Ohio
Tel: (330) 762-9951, ext.22
director@saneo.com
www.saneo.com
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New Regime, New Ideas and
Growing Success
NEW BOARD, NEW BUDGET

W

e started our fiscal year in July with a new President
and new motivation to propel the association forward.

a panel discussion with some of our members as guest
speakers to share the benefits of working with subcontractors
rather than always looking just at general contractors and
construction managers.

In the past, SADV faced tough financial challenges
– in part, because the budget relied almost exclusively on
membership dues, which didn’t go far and made it hard
to function. Now, our budget approach is quite different
and more flexible. Although still built on dues, we now
generate increasing revenue from special events. As the
year progresses with events, the board reviews and adjusts
spending accordingly. This approach is responsible while
responding to changing revenue expectations, and will
allow the association to continue to grow and prosper.

Partnerships with other associations are developing
also. Recently, we met with the Plumbers Association
Executive Director, who has created a positive environment
in which union and merit shop plumbers come together
as one, for a common purpose. He is looking to develop a
relationship with SADV and potentially have their members
come in under the “SADV umbrella,” which encompasses
all subs, merit / union shops and multiple trades. We
would partner in various efforts and support for businessfriendly laws and regulations. Discussions will continue to
see if this approach is viable, and to work out the details.
This partnership would allow SADV to become the leader
in the subcontractor world in the Philadelphia, New Jersey
and Delaware markets. Ideally, it will create a roadmap for
partnerships with other trade associations, allowing all the
individual trades to affiliate with SADV under “The SADV
Umbrella”.

NEW IDEAS

The S.I.P. / Subs Information Panel is a new meeting
format that has been a great success in bringing members
together for networking and information exchange. It’s been
an effective way to keep members informed of safety updates
and other industry news. In January, the discussion focused
on changes to the Mechanic Lien Laws in Pennsylvania.

FOCUS FOR 2017

Membership, Membership, Membership….. The Achilles
heel of most associations! Our Membership committee will
be working to create a consistent approach to recruitment
and retention, to support our efforts to grow and solidify our
position as the leading association for subcontractors in our
region.
Amy Hennessy
Executive Director
Partnerships with education and training facilities are
being developed, to give our subcontractors the opportunity
to meet and hire qualified candidates for their companies.
We have a special dinner at the Williamson College of the
Trades to help connect our members with potential hires
and internships for their graduates and underclassmen. All
monies from the dinner go to support their program. Also,
Drexel University and their CM degree program is having

Subcontractors Association of Delaware Valley (SADV)
400 Stenton Avenue, Suite 215
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Ph: (610) 649-7238
Fx: (610) 896-4526
Website: www.sadv.org
Email: info@sadv.org

THE MISSION OF NSA

The mission of the National Subcontractors Alliance is to promote the exchange of information between its
member organizations, and to foster opportunities for representation at the national level on industry issues.
14
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HELPING SUBS WORK SMARTER AND
FIGHT FOR WHAT’S RIGHT

t Central Texas Subcontractors Association, we are
continuing to hold meetings and events, and educate
our members on current subcontractor issues. Our
goal is to help them bid better, gain work, and fight for their
rights in the legislative arena.

Goodwill social workers to give them the tools to educate
individuals about construction as a career and not just a job.
We have created a spreadsheet so they can see education and
job skills needed, background requirements, pay scales for
various fields, and potential career advancement in various
fields. The social workers have been thrilled to get so much
information to take back to their clients on career options
in the construction field. This tends to be an unknown for
many counselors, social workers, and even students. We
took the mystery out of the equation and are now working
towards increasing the construction labor force with these
individuals.
Goodwill has also created a course in the Technical
College to help students earn their NCCER accreditation,
OSHA 10-hour, basic tool knowledge/identification, and
even some dry wall and electrical skills. In addition, they
are working with students to learn soft skills like how to take
construction criticism, showing up for work on time, being
prepared for work each day, and how to communicate with
superiors, to list just a few.
By working with Goodwill, we are able to let them know
the skills our members would like to see in a new employee,
which cuts down on the initial job-site training and gets
them ready to go straight to work. We look forward to
continuing our work with Goodwill to put people to work in
construction in Austin!

MONTHLY MEETINGS

Our monthly membership meetings are well attended by
members and offer many opportunities to network. Some
of the topics this past year were:
• What to Do When an OSHA Inspector Shows Up
• Connecting Veterans and Subcontractors for Jobs
• Safety – What are you supposed to be doing vs. 		
what you are actually doing
• Fair Chance Hiring – A new City of Austin
ordinance that changes how employers hire/interview
• Increasing your Workforce Using Goodwill

GOODWILL COLLABORATIVE

In September, CTSA started working with Central
Texas Goodwill and their Excel High School and Technical
College. Goodwill has created a high school that gives
individuals over 25 the ability to receive a high school
diploma; then they help guide the graduates towards careers
to get their life back on track. CTSA has been meeting with

CAPITOL MEET AND GREET

In preparation for the upcoming
legislative session, we had a tour of
the Capitol and a Meet and Greet with
several of our local legislators at the
end of August. Even though we live
and work in our state’s capital, many
of our members avoid the downtown
area as much as possible. The traffic
is terrible and let’s not even start to
talk about parking an F-250 in the
parking garages! To take away some
of the problems, we met up at hotel
outside of downtown Austin and
took a shuttle down to the Capitol.
We showed members where to park,
where they will get towed, entry
points in to the Capitol, the fastest ways through security,
and a basic tour of the Capitol. Then we enjoyed a nice lunch
at the Capitol Café before meeting up with two of our local
representatives.
Representative Paul Workman, a prior GC owner and
huge construction advocate, and Representative Tony Dale
were kind enough to give us over an hour of their time to
hear about our issues and why we want their support in the
upcoming session. It was also a great opportunity to hear

what committees they sit on and what is important to them.
Both Representatives were up for reelection in November
and were successful in the election. Our members loved this
opportunity to take some of the “scariness” away from going
to the Capitol. It reminded them that our Representatives
are regular people and do want to hear from us. We plan to
continue with this event every two years to encourage more
members to get involved.
CTSA continues on next page
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CTSA continued from previous page

LEGISLATION

• Responsibility for Defective Plans and Specifications:
In Texas, the contractor bears the liability for defects in
construction that are based on construction documents
provided by the owner to the contractor. The construction
team should not be liable for construction that is defective
due to erroneous documents furnished by the owner.

Texas started the 85th Legislative Session on January
10th and CTSA has been working with our legislative group,
Texas Construction Association, to get bills ready to be
filed. Our legislative session runs every two years for 140
days. This session we are focusing on six items. For the first
time in many years, we are working collaboratively with
AGC and ABC to get some of the items passed. Together
we are known as the Construction Team and it has been
nice to work with them and not against them for rights of
construction companies in Texas.

• School Background Checks: Workers on certain
public school construction projects are required to pass
a background check. With over 1,200 school districts in
Texas setting requirements for the background checks, the
monetary and time expense to the thousands of construction
workers is enormous, and this expense gets passed to the
school districts in higher construction costs. A statewide,
uniform, and portable system is needed.

• Lien Law Modernization: Texas’ lien laws are considered
by many to be the most burdensome and complex in the
country and it is extremely difficult to navigate through
those laws. The original intent of the lien laws was to provide
a statutory remedy to secure payment for labor, materials, or
machinery furnished in the improvement of property. This
has been lost in, among other issues, the different notice
requirements and deadlines placed on claimants to secure
their lien rights. Texas’ lien laws should be revised to make
the procedures for perfecting and maintaining one’s lien
rights straightforward, so that compliance is not difficult,
nor a stumbling block to maintaining lien rights. An early
notice system; elimination of several confusing concepts
unique to Texas; and provision for more timely and accessible
project information, combined with a robust public Internetbased system accessible by owners, construction companies,
suppliers, lenders and title insurance companies—together
will bring modernization of an outdated, yet vital statute.

• State Breach of Contract: State law allows for a lawsuit
against the state for a claim of a breach of contract. Some
cleanup of the statute is needed with regard to attorney
fees, use of the State Office of Administrative Hearings, and
change orders.
• Worker Classification: An employer is required by law t o
classify its workers on construction projects as employees
or independent contractors. Except for instances of catching
employers when someone files an unemployment claim or
when the employer’s state and federal unemployment tax
returns do not match, there is very limited enforcement
of the law. The state should provide better enforcement of
the law to stop the violators, yet not impinge on those who
properly use and classify independent contractors.

• Attorney Fees: A Texas statute allows for recovery of
attorney fees for unpaid labor performed or materials
furnished. This recovery is allowed against an individual or
a corporation. The statute should be amended to allow for
recovery against any individual or legal entity.

For more information:
Wendy Lambert, Executive Director
Central Texas Subcontractors Association
PO Box 1087, Cedar Park, TX 78630
512-255-6373
wendy@ctsaonline.org
www.ctsaonline.org
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2016: A YEAR OF CHANGE FOR SAM

2

016 was an exciting year for the Subcontractors
Association of the Metroplex (SAM). During 2016,
SAM increased its total membership more than 20%
by adding 14 new Subcontractor and Associate members.
We attribute this growth in part to an increased attendance
at our semi-annual industry seminars. SAM offers both a
Lien & Bond seminar and a Subcontract Language seminar
in partnership with two of our Associate Members, PCL
Contract Bonding and Independent Insurance Group. These
two partner companies distribute seminar schedules and
content to their clients, which increases exposure to SAM
and our member benefits. SAM appreciates the partnerships
we have developed over the years.

Aside from his work with SAM, Pete volunteers much
of his time to Rotary Club. As a past District Governor in
Rotary International District 5810, he has given himself
generously to the service mission of Rotary International.
Pete and his wife of 38 years, Sherry, enjoy participating in
the annual Spectacular Senior Follies, lending their skills
and enthusiasm to help make the Follies a success every year.
They also enjoy travelling in his cherished Corvette to visit
their son, daughter-in-law and grandchildren in Colorado.

WELCOME TO CARRIE EDOMM

Effective January 1, 2017, Carrie Edomm of Astro Sheet
Metal has taken over the duties of Executive Director of
The Subcontractors Association of the Metroplex. Also
the current SAM treasurer, Carrie is a second-generation
SAM leader, following in her father’s footsteps as a SAM
Board Member. Carrie has a Bachelor’s Degree in Business
Management from the University of Texas-Arlington and
has been the Controller for Astro Sheet Metal for the last 11
years. Carrie is married with 2 children.

In October we hosted Subbie
SAM’s First Annual Halloween
Happy Hour at Pappasito’s Cantina
in Dallas. The SAM Programs
Chair, Selena Zarate of Groves
Electrical Services, provided all of
the decorations since her family
celebrates Halloween in a big
way. The event was complete with
appetizers and raffle items. We are
looking forward to repeating our
successful Halloween Happy Hour
in 2017!

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

In 2017, the officers and directors of SAM will continue to
build the support structure so that we are able to sustain the
momentum of growth we experienced in 2016. We will also
reach out to members more frequently to encourage their
involvement through Committees and Task Forces. SAM‘s
goals for 2017 include: providing more legal updates related
to the construction industry; distributing construction and
industry updates; and enhancing the Members Only section
on our new, updated SAM website (www.SAM-dfw.org).
Our overriding goal for 2017 is to provide high value to all of
the members of SAM.

Mike Cook of City Wide Mechanical and Membership
Chair Mary Ellen Evans of Trade Management show off
a new look at the Halloween Happy Hour.

FAREWELL TO PETE SNIDER

The big news of the year
for SAM was a changing of the
guard. After serving five years
as the Executive Director of the
Subcontractors Association of the
Metroplex, Pete Snider announced
his retirement, effective January
1, 2017. As a founding member
of SAM, Pete served on the SAM
board for more the 20 years. His
dedication and guidance have been
instrumental to the growth of the
association and he will definitely be
missed.
Applying
his
study
of
architecture from Kansas State University, Pete patented
several glazing innovations he developed as the owner and
manager of Alco Glass. Pete’s desire to run a successful
subcontracting business at Alco Glass inspired him to
be a vocal advocate for all subcontractors through his
involvement with SAM.

For more information:
Carrie Edomm, Executive Director
Subcontractors Association of the Metroplex
205 Sharon St., Irving, TX 75061
O: 972-438-1110
C: 817-266-1909
execdir@sam-dfw.com
www.Sam-dfw.org
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BETTER ENGAGED BOARDS
By Bob Harris, CAE

H

Time Starved – Organizations compete for volunteer time.
Respect contributions by making meetings and tasks easier
with support and technology. Break work into “microtasks.”
Use committees to supplement board and staff work.

ow do we keep directors
engaged? “They lose steam. A
few quit coming to meetings.
The passion they expressed has
waned,” are frequent complaints.
The problem may run deeper than
engagement. Board satisfaction is
often correlated to engagement. A
board member who loses interest may be dissatisfied with
the organization or their leadership role. With 1.5 million
nonprofit boards in the US, many struggle to attract and
engage good leaders.

Board Buddies – Many directors think, “I won’t say anything
for the first six months until I learn the ropes.” Speed up
on-boarding by ask seasoned directors to coach new ones.
Require the mentors to “attest” that the new directors are
ready for leadership.
Succession – Who will lead the organization when the
current chief elected officer steps down? Nothing is more
perilous than a board with no succession plan. Identify
candidates to move up for at least the next three years.

Efficient Meetings – Don’t waste the board’s time. Does
every meeting produce results? Is the agenda a list of reports
or an opportunity to discuss substantive issues?
If there is no reason to meet – postpone it.

Term Limits – Avoid the image of a board composed of
“good old boys” who have no intent to step aside. Term
limits promote rotation on the board and make room for
new leaders and ideas.

Build on Strengths – No two directors are alike. If one has
a passion for fund raising while another prefers marketing,
slot them in the right roles. Don’t assign tasks in which they
have minimal interest. Orientation – Discuss responsibilities
and resources at the start of each year. An orientation helps
directors focus their interests and commitment of time.

Diversity – Seek diversity on the board; board composition
should reflect the community it represents. Include the
talent needed in the organization, for example accountants,
bankers and lawyers. Make room for young professionals.

Preparatory Meeting – Get to know directors. Discuss their
reasons for volunteering. Be honest about responsibilities;
serving on a board might look more glamorous than it is.

Celebrate – Promote the board’s achievements. Include
leadership names and photos on brochures and website as
appropriate. Lauding accomplishments draws more interest
in leadership.

Mission Moment – Remind leaders of the mission and
vision. Regularly share a “mission moment” --- examples of
how the organization’s work has benefitted persons and the
community.

Outside Experts – Don’t assign volunteers to tasks that can
be done by an expert more efficiently. For example, volunteers
editing bylaws could take months while an attorney can do it
in hours. Why ask non-tech people to lead a task force when
a tech consultant could be hired?

Strategic Plan – The board is responsible for advancing
elements of the plan (mission, vision and goals.) Strategies
and tactics are usually assigned to committees and staff.
Let a good strategic plan frame nearly every discussion.

Self-Actualization – Service on the board is a stepping stone
to other opportunities. Volunteers may go on to be authors,
instructors and elected officials. Encourage directors to
progress in their leadership roles. Help them succeed if
board service is a step towards self-actualization.

Expectations – Organizations develop expectations beyond
duties described in the bylaws. Clearly communicate
obligations to chair committees, raise funds, support
politics or enroll members.

Fun – Volunteer duties needn’t be dreary. There will be
times when board members can laugh together, become
great friends, and enjoy social outings. Promote the fun
associated with board service. An engaged and satisfied
board results in the desired outcomes.

Accountability – Track director attendance, contributions
and support on a report card. Identify and praise those who
are fully committed. For those missing meetings, the officers
(not staff) should discuss absences and alternate roles.
Principles – Values or guiding principles develop in
organizations, for example integrity, innovation and
transparency. Be sure directors understand the principles.
It would be difficult to advance diversity, for instance, if the
director is closed-minded.
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Bob Harris, CAE, works with associations and chambers to
promote organizational excellence. He is an award winning
speaker and author, and provides free governance tips and
templates for associations at www.nonprofitcenter.com. Bob
is a keynote speaker at NSA’s 2017 Spring Conference, and
can be reached at bob@rchcae.
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OUR SPONSORS MAKE NSA GREAT! SUPPORT THOSE THAT HAVE STEPPED UP!
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NSA ATTORNEYS’ COUNCIL NEWS
NSA ATTORNEYS’ COUNCIL MEETS IN
CHICAGO

NSA ATTORNEYS’ COUNCIL MEMBER
RECOGNIZED

The NSA Attorneys’ Council
held its first mid-year meeting
in Chicago on October 21, 2016
at Margery Newman’s office,
Deutsch, Levy & Engel, Chartered.
The attorneys who attended
participated in three presentations.
The first presentation, by
attorney Con Riordan, covered
“Claims By Unions and Their
Benefit Trust Funds Against
Payment Bonds.” Riordon, a highly
respected surety attorney in Illinois, presented a program on
the “marked increase in mechanics lien and payment bond
claims by benefit funds.” He discussed the AIA A312-2010
payment bond form and a recent case in Illinois, Chicago
District Council of Carpenters v. Ten East Delaware, LLC,
Case No. 10 CH 46222.
The second speaker was Randy Ruff, an attorney with
Ogletree Deakins. He presented a program on the emerging
legal issues of using Building Information Modeling (BIM).
Ruff discussed what he considered to be the five most
important legal issues surrounding the use of BIM including
(1) who owns the model and what constitutes copyrighted
material; (2) who has the design liability; (3) whether the
model is a contract document; (4) reliance on the data;
and (5) the evolution and responsibility of the model going
forward.
Our third speaker was Lorraine D’Angelo, an attorney
who recently started LDA Compliance Consulting.
D’Angelo spoke to the group regarding the current state
of DBE compliance in the construction industry and the
proliferation of false claims lawsuits for both DBE fraud and
wage and hour fraud.
Following this very informative program, the attendees
departed for a fabulous dinner at Hugo’s Frog Bar & Fish
House. The primary topic of discussion at that dinner was
the current Cubs’ playoff prospects and whether the Cubs
would make it to the World Series. That question has now
been answered. GO CUBS!

Construction Lawyers know
what they do is special:
they
represent the most vibrant industry
with some of the most interesting
people you could ever meet, in an
amazing spectrum of differing
claims and circumstances.
The Texas Board of Legal
Specialization,
charged
with
qualifying attorneys as specialists
in their respective fields, has long
certified lawyers in fields like Civil
Trial Law, Real Estate and Family Law. Texas construction
lawyers have long contended that Construction Law was a
field well-worthy of recognition as well, and the TBLS has
finally done so.
After a lengthy and challenging vetting process, and a
very challenging testing process, the TBLS has announced
its first group of attorneys to earn the title, “Board Certified
- Construction Law,” and NSA Attorneys’ Council lawyer
Sewall C. “Spike” Cutler, Jr. is among these elite few. Spike,
along with partners Karen Ensley and Garrin Fant, is among
only 83 Board Certified Construction Lawyers in Texas (out
of over 87,000 practicing lawyers in the state).
Spike says, “I value the relationships and resources
that my NSA Attorneys’ Council membership has brought
me, and I am proud to have my experience and abilities
recognized by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization.”
The NSA Attorneys’ Council is a strong force for
subcontractors across the country, with leading construction
lawyers in their areas working to educate and advocate for
subs every day.

By Margery Newman, Esq.

Sewall C. “Spike” Cutler, Jr. Esq. is a partner in CutlerSmith, P.C., in Dallas, TX and serves as Counsel to the
Subcontractors Association of the Metroplex (SAM). He can
be reached at scutler@cutler-smith.com or 214-219-0800.

Margery Newman, Esq. is a partner in Bryce Downey
& Lenkov LLC in Chicago, IL and serves as Counsel to
ASAChicago. She can be reached at mnewman@bldfirm.com
or 312-377-1501.
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LEGAL BRIEFS
PENNSYLVANIA

NEW PHILADELPHIA WAGE
THEFT
LAW TAKES EFFECT
By Andrew B. Cohn, Esq.

findings of fact and conclusions of law. The adjudication
may be appealed by either party to a court of competent
jurisdiction within 30 days by filing a “new lawsuit”.
However, the ordinance provides that the investigative
notes, documents, and complaint and answer will be
provided to both parties on any appeal. Significantly, the
ordinance also creates a private right of action, allowing a
claimant to file an action directly in court to enforce rights
under the ordinance, without first bringing a claim before
a wage theft coordinator.
If a violation of the ordinance is found, the complainant
is entitled to recover its attorney’s fees. In addition,
administrative penalties can be assessed, with each week
of non-payment of wages being considered a separate
violation. More significantly, the ordinance gives the City
of Philadelphia the option to “deny, suspend, or revoke” any
license or permit, issued or pending, to any employer which,
during the prior 3 years, has been found to have violated
the ordinance, the PA Wage, Payment, or Collection Law,
or the PA Minimum Wage Law. Such suspensions are to
last for one year, although they would be subject to appeal
under the provisions of the Philadelphia Code.
The ordinance also prohibits “retaliation” by an employer
for the filing of a complaint under the ordinance. It allows
the wage theft coordinator to maintain the confidentiality
of the identity of an employee claimant until the complaint
is adjudicated, if the complainant alleges that there is a
“substantial risk” of employer retaliation.
The Philadelphia Wage Theft Law poses significant
additional risk and potential liability to Philadelphia
employers who do not pay their employees as they
are required to do either by law, or by contract. Apart
from the unpaid wage liability, it exposes employers to
additional attorney’s fees and penalties, a streamlined
process for the defense of claims, and the possibility of a
suspension or revocation of their right to conduct business
in Philadelphia for at least one year. For employees, the
ordinance offers those who have been denied payment for
work performed in Philadelphia a much easier and quicker
option to commence an official action to recover allegedly
unpaid wages, without having to file a lawsuit. Please feel
free to contact the author of this article or Kaplin Stewart if
you have questions or concerns about this new law.

A new Philadelphia
ordinance, which became
effective on July 1, 2016,
will have a significant
effect
on
employers,
including
construction
contractors, who fail to pay
wages to their employees
for work performed in
Philadelphia. Titled Wage
Theft Complaints, the
ordinance provides for
administrative and court
remedies, and penalties
for “wage theft,” defined by the ordinance as any violation
of the Pennsylvania Wage, Payment and Collection Law,
Minimum Wage Act, or any other federal or state law
regulating the payment of wages, for work performed in
Philadelphia.
The ordinance applies to unpaid wage claims in an
amount between $100 and $10,000. It allows a “claimant”
to file a claim with a “Wage Theft Coordinator,” a new
administrative office to be administered by the City’s
Managing Director’s Office. A claimant is defined as
either an employee with an unpaid wage claim, or an
“authorized organization” on behalf of the employee. An
authorized organization can include a labor union or other
organization or party acting on behalf of an employee.
After the employer files an answer to the complaint, the
Coordinator conducts an investigation and is to provide a
written adjudication within 60 days, or 110 days after the
complaint is filed, if no answer to the claim is filed.
The complainant’s burden of proof is merely to
present “sufficient evidence” to show the amount of work
performed and the amount of unpaid compensation due. It
meets its burden if the employer is required to keep records
of hours worked and compensation paid, but does not do
so, or if the records are imprecise or inadequate. Subpoena
power is granted to the wage theft coordinator to subpoena
documents from any party to the complaint.
If an adjudication of wage theft is made, a written order
requiring payment will be issued, which includes

Andrew B. Cohn is a partner in Kaplin Stewart Meloff
Reiter & Stein, P.C. in Blue Bell, PA and serves as Counsel to
the Subcontractors Association of Delaware Valley (SADV).
He can be reached at acohn@kaplaw.com or 610-941-2549.
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DISCRIMINATION

DISCRIMINATION – NOT ALWAYS WHAT YOU THOUGHT!
By Sewall C. “Spike” Cutler, Jr., Esq.

journeyman electrician – and put her to work on a ground-up
project. Right away, she experienced what she believed to be
hostile treatment, including cat-calls, and was particularly
offended by a series of extremely graphic and offensive
drawings on the inside walls of the portable toilets. When
she was authorized to leave the jobsite to use the restroom at
a nearby convenience store, coworkers complained that she
was given “special treatment.” Well, the treatment she got
was “special,“ indeed, but hardly in a good way!
While it is true that construction is hardly a “genteel”
environment, dignity should never be ignored. The fact
that a worker has appeared to tolerate potentially-offensive
behavior and language in the past is no defense, nor is
prior use by the complaining employee of a presumptively
offensive term (like the “N-word”). Ensure that you have
policies designed to recognize hostile actions (whether
verbal or, possibly, in the form of graffiti or other offensive
written displays), and communicate to employees that
mutual respect and basic dignity do not allow the company
to tolerate such behavior. And, enforce your policies!
Finally, if employees are observed creating hostile
conditions, apply discipline consistent with your employee
handbook, and document that it was done. Proper discipline
and documentation can provide a powerful defense to
discrimination and hostile workplace environment claims
and, most importantly, will make the events leading to such
claims less frequent.

Most
business
owners
understand that discrimination
on the basis of race, gender, age
and national origin just won’t fly
in business these days, and in
our tight-labor marketplace, it
is just plain foolish to effectively
reduce the pool of available talent
through such discrimination.
In the rough and tumble
world of construction, however,
discrimination can raise its ugly
head in the least-expected ways.
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC), the federal agency charged with promulgating
and enforcing non-discrimination standards, has been
taking some pretty aggressive positions on the subject of
discrimination, and employers can find themselves in hot
water without having actually taken any action, themselves.
The EEOC recently sued a structural steel erection
contractor on the East Coast, claiming the contractor had a
racially hostile work environment. Shortly after an AfricanAmerican employee started work, some coworkers addressed
him by the “N-word” and other racially-charged terms, and
made racial jokes.
The EEOC claims that a member of company
management knew about the racial comments and behavior,
and did not effectively put an end to them. As a result, the
EEOC is seeking to hold the employer responsible.
In a case from my firm’s files, a trade contractor
hired a well-skilled and licensed tradesperson – a female

Sewall C. “Spike” Cutler, Jr. Esq. is a partner in CutlerSmith, P.C., in Dallas, TX and serves as Counsel to the
Subcontractors Association of the Metroplex (SAM). He can
be reached at scutler@cutler-smith.com or 214-219-0800.
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RHODE ISLAND
UNDERSTANDING INSURANCE POLICIES

contractor’s right to pursue coverage under builder’s risk.
It is also imperative that the insured’s customer, for
example, an owner dealing with a contractor, require that
By Girard R. Visconti, Esq.
the customer/owner be named as an additional insured
under the contractor’s policy. This is also true where a
It is common in the construction industry that evidences contractor is requesting insurance from a subcontractor.
of insurance are noted in “Certificates of Insurance,” which That contractor should be named as an additional insured
outline various categories including amounts of insurance, on the subcontractor’s policy; and in some cases, vice versa –
general liability, workers’ compensation, completed a subcontractor should request to be named as an additional
operations, builder’s risk, umbrella coverage, pollution, insured on the general contractor’s policy.
professional coverage, etc.
Although a “Certificate of
Additional insured simply means that if someone is sued
Insurance” is some evidence of insurance, it is not in fact
through the negligence of another, the insurance
evidence to prove whether or not an entity is insured,
company will defend and pay any damages for the
the types of coverage or the exclusions.
entity who is the additional insured.
Therefore, it is necessary to obtain the actual
Anyone requesting to be an additional insured
insurance policy of the entity that is insured, as well
is usually named in the Certificate of Insurance,
as the entity’s customers who by contract obtain
but should also request the endorsement for an
insurance.
additional insured, which is evidence that the
Policies show the scope of coverage, exclusions,
additional insured policy has been issued without
etc., and are necessary to keep on file and at a
exceptions.
R I S A any
minimum, review to determine coverage, exclusions,
Since
construction insurance can be complicated
Established 1970
etc.
at best, it is imperative to have a good insurance
More especially, builder’s risk policies vary and
agent familiar with construction who can review the
therefore should be reviewed by the person who
varying types of policies and advise if they meet the
is requesting that another entity carry builder’s risk. Not requirements of the contract, both for insurance coverage
only do builder’s risk policies vary, they also have various and indemnification.
exclusions of coverage and should be reviewed to determine
if there are any “gaps” in those policies.
Girard R. Visconti, Esq. is a partner in Shechtman Halperin
Traditionally, builder’s risk policies are carried by an Savage, LLP in Pawtucket, RI and serves as Counsel to the
owner, since an owner wants to make sure that there are Rhode Island Subcontractors Association (RISA). He can be
no gaps that would prejudice the owner’s right or their reached at gvisconti@shslawfirm.com or 401-272-1400.

TEXAS

I-9 RECORDS: KEEP ‘EM
UP-TO-DATE!
By Sewall “Spike” Cutler, Esq.
We all know (or should know!)
of the obligation to properly
determine the eligibility of
prospective employees to work,
and to document employees’
eligibility under immigration law
by preparing and maintaining
I-9 forms. Some employers are
sloppy, and rather than preparing,
signing and properly-filing I-9
documentation, choose to simply
copy identity documents and place
them in the employee’s file. Bad
idea!
First of all, while employers should verify the eligibility
of prospective employees by inspecting appropriate identity

documents, keeping actual copies of those documents is
risky, because it creates an increased risk of identity theft,
along with the possibility of a later “bite at the apple” by
enforcers who second guess the employer’s judgment of the
legitimacy of the documents.
Next, the employer must properly prepare and file
the completed I-9 form within three days following the
employee’s first date of employment, and these records must
be maintained for at least one year after the employee’s
termination or three years after the employee’s date of
hire (whichever is later). In a recent case, an employer was
fined a very large sum because, while they had inspected
appropriate identity documents and maintained records of
the documents themselves, the actual I-9 forms were not
prepared until the employer was notified by Immigrations
and Customs Enforcement of an audit. Too late!
When you hire, review the documents, complete the
I-9 and place it in your immigration compliance files
immediately. Don’t wait until it’s too late!
Sewall C. “Spike” Cutler, Jr. Esq. is a partner in CutlerSmith, P.C., in Dallas, TX and serves as Counsel to the
Subcontractors Association of the Metroplex (SAM). He can
be reached at scutler@cutler-smith.com or 214-219-0800.
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R&D TAX CREDITS
SUBCONTRACTORS CAN TAP INTO VALUABLE R&D TAX CREDITS
credit can be used by the construction companies in contract
negotiations or bid-and-proposal requests. Determining
which party has the rights and risks really comes down to
which party retains ownership over the process, developed
process and intellectual property.

By Jeffrey Feingold, Managing Partner – Tax Point Advisors
As another tax season quickly approaches, contractors
and subcontractors can gain considerable benefits through
federal and state research & development (R&D) tax credits.
Knowing the specifics about eligibility, which party has
rights and risks and how the credits are calculated can go a
long way in maximizing your tax savings.

R&D CALCULATIONS

The R&D tax credit is calculated in one of two ways:
1) Regular Credit: A higher effective tax credit can
be claimed by older companies by comparing current year
expenses to a base amount stemming from data from the
1984-1988 period.
2) Alternative Simplified Credit (ASC): For all other
companies, only three years of prior data is needed to
compute a base amount. While the ASC results in a lower
effective credit rate, the R&D tax credit can still add up to a
sum too valuable to ignore.

BACKGROUND

The federal government implemented the Research
and Experimentation tax credit in 1981 to create jobs and
spur technology in the U.S. Known as R&D tax credits, the
program was meant to be a temporary measure to give the
economy a boost.
After many temporary extensions, the tax credit was
made permanent by Congress in 2015 to allow companies
that create innovative products and processes to receive tax
credits for the qualified activities they conduct. Historically
applied to technological and biomedical research work,
the scope of what the government considers “research
and development” has expanded over the years. Now
construction contractors may qualify for R&D incentives
for a host of activities, as long as they meet the IRS’ fourpart test, one of which calls for the development of a new or
improved business component (product or process).

WHEN TO APPLY CREDITS

The federal tax credit can be carried forward for up to 20
years and, depending on your company’s filing deadline, can
be retroactive for the prior three years. State carryforwards
are different—in some states, the tax credit can be carried
forward indefinitely.
Depending on your company’s tax return filing deadline,
it may be eligible to claim the federal R&D tax credit for the
prior three years and the state credit for the prior four years.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS ARE COMPLEX

FIND OUT IF YOUR ACTIVITIES QUALIFY

Construction project R&D is unlike typical
manufacturing R&D where the business component is
often obvious. Either a new product is being developed, or an
existing product is improved. With a construction project,
the business component is the design of the property that
is ultimately built for the customer. This means that the
design might relate to an entire building, a building system
(e.g., HVAC or plumbing) or an infrastructure project like
a bridge or highway. Therefore, it’s critical to know who has
the rights to the tax credits.

The R&D tax credit can be a lucrative incentive for
innovative contracting businesses. Given the new permanent
nature of the tax credit, now is the time to consider whether
activities performed by your company qualify for major
cash-saving tax credit opportunities.
We’ve put together these and other helpful resources
for construction and contracting businesses in a nine
page e-book, which can be found on our website at: www.
taxpointadvisors.com/contractors. Or, for questions about
your contracting business’ eligibility, feel free to reach out
to a Tax Point Advisors’ specialty tax credit professional
through our website, www.taxpointadvisors.com, or by
phone at 800-260-4138.

DETERMINING WHO HAS RIGHTS AND RISKS

In determining whether a subcontractor qualifies for the
R&D credit, an important first step is a review of the pertinent
contracts. To make this determination, an experienced R&D
specialist should conduct a thorough contract analysis.
It is also essential to document how the project meets the
IRS’ four-part test for qualifying R&D activities, as well as
to identify the different costs associated with the contract
work, such as labor, materials and contractors.
The potential ability for a customer to claim the R&D
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By Monica Lawton

from the first year of its “Severe Injury Reporting Program”
which took effect January 1, 2015 and requires employers to
report to OSHA within 24 hours any work-related amputations, hospitalizations or loss of an eye. Over 10,000 severe injury reports were submitted, with construction and
manufacturing accounting for 45% of the severe injuries

TECH TALK

LESSONS FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF OSHA’S
SEVERE INJURY REPORTING PROGRAM

OSHA recently issued a report highlighting its findings

THE FUTURE OF TOOL AND EQUIPMENT
TRACKING IS HERE
The ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT) is no longer where the world
is headed; it is all around us. Everything in our lives, from
homes to cars, is ‘smart.’ This ready access to technology
has shaped consumers’ perceptions and decisions and has
begun to play an even more active role on the jobsite.
Building Information Modeling (BIM) has been around
for some time, and has helped contractors efficiently plan,
design, construct and manage building projects from
concept to occupation. However, while BIM has certainly
improved the efficiency of a project’s overall process, there
has not been an effective solution for managing the essential
tools and equipment used in the actual project. That is,
until ONE-KEY™ and, subsequently, the new TICK™ were
introduced.
First introduced little more than a year ago, Milwaukee
Tool’s ONE-KEY™ is the first digital platform for tools and
equipment. Built on the principles of Customize, Track,
25

and Manage, ONE-KEY™ combines tool and software
technology to develop a tool management solution that
provides a better way for work to get done for any sized
company.
The application offers a variety of functionalities to
increase company and user productivity – including the
ability to track tools in real-time, customize compatible
products, and manage inventory. In particular, through
the ONE-KEY™ inventory management functionality, a
user can create a central place to manage all of their tools
and equipment across their network of jobs and operators
– completely through the free-to-use web and mobile
app. Putting information where it can be easily accessed
allows a user to keep pulse on the location of their tools and
equipment at all times.
TECH TALK continues on next page
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A VIRTUAL EYE ON EVERYTHING

for instance, the underside of a ladder or miter saw stand.
Each TICK™ is also laser engraved with a serial number so
users can easily identify and assign multiple TICK™s. Once
attached and hidden from view, the TICK™ makes tracking
tools and equipment as simple as pulling out your phone.
Products with a TICK™ attached are paired via the ONEKEY™ app. Tool records and locations are updated when any
device with the ONE-KEY™ app comes within 100 feet of the
TICK™. These location updates are transmitted through any
ONE-KEY™ app that’s in-range, regardless of whether the
app is open or not, allowing users to pinpoint missing tools
more quickly. In addition, users can easily manage all of
their tools through the app’s Simplified Tool and Equipment
Management features. These features allow users to assign
and store detailed information for all of their tools and
equipment – whether it’s a tool equipped with a TICK™, a
ONE-KEY™ enabled tool or any other tools and equipment.
Fully embodying the Milwaukee promise of “Nothing
but HEAVY DUTY,” the TICK™ is ruggedly protected from
the harshest environments – giving professionals peace of
mind that they’ll receive updated locations of their tools and
equipment, no matter what. Its water and dust-tight closure
protect the internal components from weather elements, and
UV rated plastics keep the TICK™ from getting brittle when
exposed to extended periods of direct sunlight. In addition,
its rugged electronics housing can stand up to high vibration
and impact, as well as heavy duty tracking applications, like
underneath a generator.
ONE-KEY™ updates over 30,000 tool locations every
single day and counting! By utilizing this growing network
of users, the TICK™ will ultimately help contracting
companies keep tabs on their equipment even if it isn’t near
them. Unfortunately, no one can stop tools and equipment
from going missing on projects, but the TICK™ is the very
first solution that can get us that much closer to getting tools
back after they’ve been stolen.

Tool loss, and the time spent looking for missing tools,
contributes significantly to a company’s bottom line. A
single lost or damaged tool on a jobsite can increase the time
spent completing a task by over 30%. This, multiplied across
the length of a large project, can add up to tens of thousands
of dollars in wasted labor, and cause significant overruns on
project schedule. The goal of ONE-KEY™’ is to simplify the
process of managing tools, removing costly or cumbersome
methods used today. The ability to quickly identify a tool’s
location can save time and money if a tool goes down or is
needed on short notice,” said Steve Matson, Senior Product
Manager.
To address this, Milwaukee Tool developed the TICK™ -a professional-grade Bluetooth™ tool and equipment tracker.
Designed to withstand the harshest jobsite environments,
this small device can be easily attached and hidden from
sight on any product, regardless of brand, providing users an
invaluable way to track anything in their inventory through
Milwaukee Tool’s ONE-KEY™ app.

ONE-KEY™ APP WITH TICK™

“By harnessing the same Integrated Tool Tracking
technology found within ONE-KEY™ enabled tools, we’re
giving users a way to track any tool, simply by attaching
the TICK™. For professionals everywhere, their tools and
equipment are key to their livelihood – the TICK™ ensures
they have eyes on everything to better manage their
investment,” said Matson.
With its low profile design, the TICK™ can securely
attach to anything through glue, screw, rivet, or strap. Its flat
back enables a snug fit to a variety of surface types and its
circular shape fits into a range of places hidden from view;

SPECIAL THANKS
Milwaukee Tool is an industry-leading manufacturer
of heavy-duty power tools, accessories and hand tools
for professional users worldwide.
Since the company began in 1924, Milwaukee Tool has led the industry in both durability and performance. With an
unwavering commitment to the trades, Milwaukee continues to lead with a focus on providing innovative, trade-specific
solutions.
Milwaukee is dedicated to delivering a steady stream of advanced solutions for the trades that offer increased productivity
and unmatched durability. Milwaukee takes the time to work side by side with real craftsman to understand the demands
of a constantly changing workplace and how they can best deliver solutions that help the user work both faster and smarter.
Milwaukee pays attention to the small details that make a big difference. This user focus not only leads to solutions for real
jobsite challenges, but fuels the disruptive innovation seen across all product lines.

THANK YOU TO OUR PLATINUM SPONSOR!

PLEASE SUPPORT MILWAUKEE TOOL.
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NSA OFFICERS

ABOUT NSA

The National Subcontractors Alliance was formed to connect
associations across the United States that share a common purpose, and
provide a forum to exchange information and influence the national
debate on construction issues.
Membership in NSA is open to any local, regional or state association
that is dedicated to promoting the interests and protecting the rights
of construction industry subcontractors. NSA member associations
represent 4,000 businesses in virtually every specialty trade, as well as
companies that provide supplies and services to the industry. Annual
membership dues are currently $1,500 for any association with fewer
than 100 members; and $2,000 for organizations with more than 100
members. All new members enjoy a first year membership rate of $500.
For more information about NSA, contact NSA’s Executive Director
Lynne Black at 866-889-9701, ext 22.

THE MISSION OF NSA

The mission of the National Subcontractors Alliance is to promote
the exchange of information between its member organizations, and to
foster opportunities for representation at the national level on industry
issues.

ACTIVITIES

NSA connects construction industry leaders and provides a wealth
of information and resources to help build your local organization
and promote the business success of your members. Whether you are
a staff executive or volunteer leader, you will benefit from NSA’s many
activities, including Annual Conference, Executive Directors Network,
Attorneys’ Council, NSA Today newsletter, participation in the
ConsensusDOCS coalition, Meridian One benefits program, and more.
NSA’s signature event is our two-day Annual Spring Conference,
which features a full agenda focusing on business and construction
industry news and trends, as well as association management issues
and best practices. See back cover for information on our 2017 Spring
Conference in Tampa, Florida.
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President - David G. Cannistraro
Associated Subcontractors of
Massachusetts (ASM)
J. C. Cannistraro, LLC
80 Rosedale Road, P.O. Box 413
Watertown, MA 02471
617-926-0092
www.cannistraro.com
davec@cannistraro.com
Vice President - Tom McIndoe
Northeastern Subcontractors Association (NESCA)
AM Contracting, LLC
290 Elmwood Davis Road, Suite 290
Liverpool, NY 13088
315-457-0394
www.amcontracting.com
tmcindoe@verizon.net
Secretary - Monica Lawton
Associated Subcontractors of Massachusetts (ASM)
15 Court Square, Suite 840 Boston, MA 02108
617-742-3412
www.associatedsubs.com
mlawton@associatedsubs.com
Treasurer - Virginia “Ginny” McFarland
Association of Subcontractors & Affiliates (ASA
Chicago)
2200 E. Devon-Suite 261
Des Plaines, IL
847-827-8336
www.asachicago.org
ginny@asachicago.org
Executive Committee Member at Large
John Lloyd
Minnesota Subcontractors Association (MSA)
1123Glenwood Avenue, Suite 100
Minneapolis, MN 55405
763-413-0669
www.msamn.com
info@msamn.com
Past President- Dennis Brown
ASA Chicago
Commercial Carpentry Corp.
625 W. University Dr,
Arlington Hts, IL 60004
847-398-0077
www.commercialcarpentry.com
dbrown@commercialcarpentry.com
NSA Executive Director- Lynne Black
637 Vernon Odom Blvd.
Akron, OH 44307-1866
866-889-9701 Ext. 22
www.nationalsubcontractors.com
director@nationalsubcontractors.com

TODAY

Supporting Leaders to Achieve Success

2017 NSA SPRING
CONFERENCE
NSA’S SIGNATURE ANNUAL EVENT!

MAY 4 - 7, 2017

TAMPA, FLORIDA - SHERATON RIVERWALK
Two full days of valuable information exchange with colleagues from across the nation,
together with informative sessions on construction industry developments,
legislative updates, and best practices in association governance and management.
Featuring Jon Hockman as Guest Speaker and Facilitator
Tailored to the needs of volunteer Association Leaders and Executive Staff,
the Conference is open to the leadership of any local, state or regional association
dedicated to promoting and protecting the rights and interests of specialty contractors in
the construction industry.

JOIN US

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Contact NSA Executive Director Lynne Black
director@nationalsubcontractors.com

(866) 889-9701
(330) 762-9960
VISIT: NationalSubcontractors.com
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